
Our company is hiring for a senior test engineer / test engineer. Please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior test engineer / test engineer

The ability to apply sound engineering practices and mathematics to solve
problems not limited to electrically, software and mechanically systems
Apply and contribute to Medidata's standard practices and procedures
With minimal supervision, develop and execute manual and automated test
scripts/scenarios by following Medidata's standard practices and procedures
(WI's, SOP, Guidelines, etc)
To review and execute process to ensure test solutions received is adequate
and meets all agreed expectations (example yield entitlements, number of
hardware, test times )
To interface with Product Line teams on all phases of product life-cycle
To identify opportunities and execute action plans to drive yield improvement
and test time reductions to meet targeted yields and costs
Coordinate efforts with software engineers to identify test automation
opportunities, to ensure testability issues are addressed during design life
cycle
Support for overall product health improvement covering quality and cost
Flow, parallelism
Independent Verification and Validation (IV & V) of RFMSS and ISM
applications

Qualifications for senior test engineer / test engineer

Example of Senior Test Engineer / Test Engineer Job
Description
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Working with cross-geo counterparts, define the capital and human resource
requirements and the product testing requirements needed to build a
successful QA organization
Experience with regression, integration and system level test execution
In depth knowledge technology areas - VPLS, LDP, L3VPN, RSVP, Ethernet
OAM, Layer-2 Bridging, spanning tree
Expert in usage of traffic generator IXIA Ixnetwork and Spirent Test Center
Expert in Test Automation - Develop Automation libraries to maximize the re-
use and speed up Automation


